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Spot resin trading opened May with a yawn, there was a slowdown in
activity and a decline in completed volumes; upward pricing momentum stalled and many transactions that seemed likely simply did not
come through. Nonetheless, prime prices for both Polyethylene and
Polypropylene were steady, as relatively strong resin demand and hard
to source prompt grades kept spot values buoyed. April Polypropylene
contracts slid a cent following the same drop in upstream PGP costs.
Polyethylene producers caved to large contracts buyers’ demands for
April contract prices to roll flat to March levels, after industry indices
estimated the same. The $.06-.07/lb PE increase will be attempted
again in May, while another increase of the same magnitude will be
pushed off until June.
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The May contract price initiatives come at a time when there has been
no significant widespread event affecting production, unlike 2021
which saw that unforgettable Texas freeze, followed by a noteworthy
hurricane season. However, a number of resin producers for PE, PP
and even PS have force majeures (FM) in place with some temporary
supply allocations in place for product sales. These FMs and allocations, combined with the ongoing logistical issues that include
clogged railways, packed warehouses, port bottlenecks, limited railcars and trucks, and elevated freight rates all continue to complicate
supply chains. Buyers and sellers also have to contend with lofty energy prices, and geopolitical uncertainty with the conflict in Eastern Europe and Covid lockdowns in China, not to mention the upcoming
hurricane season, which officially starts on June 1.
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The Energy complex remained very volatile and was up across the
board for a second straight week as global supply concerns stemming
from upcoming sanctions on Russian crude supported WTI and Brent
markets. Nat Gas was also lifted higher by strong demand for LNG
exports due to the ongoing war between Russia and Ukraine, and
strong cooling demand in the southern US region as summer temperatures emerged.
June WTI set the weekly low of $100.28/bbl on Monday and then
gained roughly $11/bbl to establish a high of $111.37/bbl on Thursday. June WTI then eased a tad to close at $109.77/bbl on Friday for a
net gain of about $5/bbl (+4.9%).
Disclaimer: The information and data in this report is gathered from daily exchange observations, actual transactions, and commercial interactions with producers, distributors, brokers and processors. These are all considered
reliable, but the accuracy and completeness of this information is not guaranteed. Any decision to purchase or sell as a result of the opinions expressed in this report will be the full responsibility of the person authorizing such a
transaction. Our market updates are complied with integrity and we hope that you find them of value. Chart values reflect our asking prices of generic prime resin bagged in Houston, TX.
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July Brent, which became the front month futures contract during the
week, also set a low on Monday at $103.11/bbl and jumped almost
$11/bbl to peak at $113.99/bbl on Thursday. The week ended with
July Brent at $112.39/bbl, up a net $5.25/bbl (+4.9%).
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June Nat Gas followed a similar trend touching a low of $7.22/mmBtu
on Monday and then took off to the upside from there, and by Friday
morning, June Nat Gas had risen a massive $1.78/mmBtu to reach a
14-year high of nearly $9/mmBtu. June Nat Gas lost its steam before
Friday’s final bell and gave back a chunk to settle at $8.04/mmBtu,
still a huge gain of almost $.80/mmBtu (+11%) on the week. NGLs
were mixed as Ethane finished at $.60/gal ($.253/lb) up a large $.065/
gal while Propane dropped slightly to about $1.27/gal ($.36/lb).
Activity in the monomer markets lacked and volume was low amid
minimal trader participation. Prompt months officially rolled to May
and prices moved in opposite directions with Ethylene extending its
upward trend and Polymer Grade Propylene (PGP) continuing its recent downtrend trek. Ethylene began Monday with slight price advancements which continued through the week, and by Friday the TX
weighted average benchmark settled just below $.31/lb, a weekly gain
of almost $.03/lb. The forward curve bent upwards ever so slightly,
barely flipping to a tightly knit contango.
Propylene trading was also relatively slow and participants were not
overly involved though a few deals managed to come together. Friday
finished with May PGP just a hair below $.60/lb, down more than a
penny from week ago levels. Deferred contracts through December
2023 saw steeper losses, most months were down $.045/lb and settled
below $.51/lb, leaving the distant forward curve backdated by as
much as $.09/lb. Ample time remains for market direction to dictate
the May PGP contract settlement, but current spot levels already indicate a decrease, which has been growing, and if the trend continues,
the loss could possibly reach double-digits from the April settlement
of $.71/lb.
Polyethylene activity and completed volumes slowed and overall pricing remained unchanged. Completed volumes in our marketplace
were well spread between HDPE, LDPE and LLDPE grades, with no
particular standouts to highlight.
Disclaimer: The information and data in this report is gathered from daily exchange observations, actual transactions, and commercial interactions with producers, distributors, brokers and processors. These are all considered
reliable, but the accuracy and completeness of this information is not guaranteed. Any decision to purchase or sell as a result of the opinions expressed in this report will be the full responsibility of the person authorizing such a
transaction. Our market updates are complied with integrity and we hope that you find them of value. Chart values reflect our asking prices of generic prime resin bagged in Houston, TX.
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Processors and resellers still faced difficulties obtaining material due
to limited railcar offerings, which have led to a run on packaged truckloads. PE producers have been providing limited spot prime railcar
offers based on full proposed contract increases (along with price protection) rather than notching prices up a penny or two at a time as the
month progresses. The all of none approach has complicated transactions.
With Houston warehouses jammed full of resin, it seems there would
be plenty available for spot sales; however, most of the material is
already sold or destined for export shipment awaiting ship space,
which has been getting better. March PE exports were amongst the
highest on record, representing nearly 40% of total PE sales. It will be
interesting to see if the export log jam cleared more to break through
the 2 Billion lb monthly barrier in April. Regardless of the upward
pricing pressure brought on by strong demand and the challenge to
secure material, April PE contracts settled flat from March. Producers
already have plans to give it another go in May, with proposed increases at $.06-.07/lb.
Polypropylene trading remained subdued, while prices remained steady, but firm, as Crude ended higher and monomer continued to falter. PP resin supplies remained tight though with many prime grades difficult to source. Like many others in the market, we practiced caution in our re-stocking the past
several weeks while taking a wait-and-see approach to supply chain and geopolitical factors. Of the deals that were done, widespec CoPP and prime
HoPP for injection were the main movers, and very high melt HoPP was in demand, but there was little to be had. In the meantime, after April PP contracts dropped a penny, in line with same level decline in April PGP, producers are looking to rebound in May with a collective push for a $.06/lb margin
enhancing increase which would somewhat offset the likely large cost-related decrease coming down the pike.
The May PP price initiatives comes as 3 major North American producers remain on FM. Adding another layer of potential support to the May price
nominations this past week, one producer announced it will allocate its PP resin products, while another producer has put a hold on all PP spot purchases,
both of which likely to put further strain on availability. Altogether the lack of prime PP railcars, but an abundance of offgrade, alongside a slide in spot
monomer prices could be evidence that producers have cut reactor rates below optimal levels. So while contract prices should see a net decrease in May,
the spot market could remain snug.

Be sure to follow us on Twitter and LinkedIn for daily news updates!
Visit our website or contact our trading desk for your spot resin needs.
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Disclaimer: The information and data in this report is gathered from daily exchange observations, actual transactions, and commercial interactions with producers, distributors, brokers and processors. These are all considered
reliable, but the accuracy and completeness of this information is not guaranteed. Any decision to purchase or sell as a result of the opinions expressed in this report will be the full responsibility of the person authorizing such a
transaction. Our market updates are complied with integrity and we hope that you find them of value. Chart values reflect our asking prices of generic prime resin bagged in Houston, TX.
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